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Part I: The Food and Drugs Act and Its Enforcement on safety issues associated with food additives undercut Wiley's
scientific authority.

State laws scarcely differed from the colonial legislation, which was often loosely enforced. The Reader's
Companion to American History. The bureau lost several cases against egregious products, but seizures of
misbranded and adulterated drugs nevertheless increased in the s and s. Drugs, defined in accordance with the
standards of strength, quality, and purity in the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary,
could not be sold in any other condition unless the specific variations from the applicable standards were
plainly stated on the label. The FDA gained power to set certain standards and to inflict penalties on those who
failed to comply. The bureau's regulatory emphasis under Wiley centered on foods, which he believed posed a
greater public health problem than adulterated or misbranded drugs. If the manufacturer opted to list the
weight or measure of a food, this had to be done accurately. This law also provided an economic boosts
depending on how it was interpreted. Critics of the bill noted the absence of a specific list of purity standards
for food manufacturing, which made the law difficult to enforce in certain cases. The bill was not as thorough
as Wiley hoped it would be, but it did represent a triumph for consumer protection in the United States.
Interstate and foreign commerce of both food and drugs were to be diligently monitored, and drug
manufacturing was to comply with purity standards listed in two authoritative pharmaceutical reference books.
In the colonial period, the colonies followed the British precedent of establishing laws to ensure standards of
decency for such mainstays as bread and butter, while coastal colonies called for mandatory inspection of fish
and other seafood. Economic History. August 27,  On this he clashed often with Secretary of Agriculture
James Wilson, and on occasion President Roosevelt himself had to decide government policy on food
regulation. London J. Harvey Washington Wiley â€” , professor of chemistry at Purdue University and
evangelical Christian, led a campaign to stop wayward manufacturers from selling elixirs and bottled medicine
which was often no more than alcohol-laden placebo. Department of Agriculture in  Also many food markets
completely neglected the environment, due to no set standard for environmental protection. The act banned
manufacturers from selling mislabeled products, from adulterating food with unacceptable ingredients, and
from misleading consumers with false claims. Wiley's personal administrative authority under the act was
diluted early on when Wilson created a Board of Food and Drug Inspection in to establish agency policy in
enforcing the law. This era included many social and political reforms, which were brought about due to
monopolies, and trust corporations. Health risks increased, and state laws seemed insufficient to protecting the
vulnerable public.


